
Jim Jackson

“Jim Jackson, brave lone explorer, 
goes to a jungle, a desert and a polar 
island. But he does get a little scared, 
too. What will he do?”
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Hi, my name is Jim Jackson, 
brave lone explorer.

           This morning, 
           I explored a jungle! 
  

The jungle was warm and rainy.
It was very green! 

It was exciting to explore a jungle, 
but it was a bit scary.

I wish I had someone with me.
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After the jungle, 
I explored a desert.

The desert was hot and dry.
It was very dusty!

It was exciting to explore a desert, 
but it was a bit scary.

I wish I had someone with me.
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After the desert, 
I explored  
a polar island.

I think I am
the first explorer 
to come here. 

The polar island was icy and wet. 
It was very cold.

It was exciting to explore the island,  
but it was a bit scary, too.

I wish I had someone with me.



“Hi! I’m Grusilda, The Literacy Tower’s friendly 
dragon. There are 164 words in this book. 
Most non-high frequency words are supported 
by illustrations and others can be sounded out by 
students using their decoding skills. For additional 
support, words in the glossary could be practised 
before students read the story.”
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  Grusilda’s Graphic Glossary

desert jungle polar island

explore

explored

explorer

cold

dusty

green

Try these words too:
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Next time I go exploring, I’m going to 
ask my sister Jen to come along. 

I think a story about Jim and Jen Jackson, 
brave twin explorers, will be fun to write!




